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ABSTRACT 
 

In contemporary society, the need for accurate people counting systems has become increasingly vital across 

various domains such as retail analytics, crowd management, and security surveillance. Traditional methods for 

people counting often rely on manual observation or simple sensor-based approaches, which are prone to 

inaccuracies, especially in crowded environments with occlusions and complex dynamics. To address these 

challenges, advanced computer vision techniques have been developed, with deep learning-based methods 

showing remarkable success in recent years. This abstraction provides an in-depth overview of a people counting 

system based on head detection utilizing Faster R-CNN from both images and videos. 

 

The proposed system leverages Faster R-CNN, a state-of-the-art deep learning framework, to detect heads in 

input images and video frames. Faster R-CNN is a two-stage object detection architecture that consists of a 

Region Proposal Network (RPN) for generating region proposals and a Region-Based Convolutional Neural 

Network (R-CNN) for refining these proposals into precise object detections. By employing Faster R-CNN, the 
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system achieves high accuracy and robustness in head detection, enabling reliable people counting in diverse 

scenarios. 

 

The system architecture encompasses several key components, including data acquisition, preprocessing, head 

detection using Faster R-CNN, post-processing, and counting. Initially, data is acquired from surveillance 

cameras or other sources, providing input images and video streams. Preprocessing techniques such as image 

stabilization, noise reduction, and contrast enhancement are applied to improve the quality of the input data and 

facilitate effective head detection. 

 

Faster R-CNN is then utilized to detect heads within the preprocessed images and video frames. The RPN 

generates candidate regions likely to contain heads, which are subsequently refined by the R-CNN to produce 

accurate head detections. The network is trained on annotated datasets to learn discriminative features of heads, 

enabling it to generalize well to unseen data and various environmental conditions. Through this process, Faster 

R-CNN effectively identifies heads in both images and video frames, even in challenging scenarios with 

occlusions and varying lighting conditions. 

 

Following head detection, post-processing techniques are applied to refine the detected regions and eliminate 

duplicate detections. Non-maximum suppression (NMS) and bounding box filtering are commonly employed 

to suppress redundant detections and ensure that each head is counted only once. These post-processing steps 

help improve the accuracy and reliability of the people counting system, particularly in crowded scenes where 

multiple heads may overlap or occlude each other. 

Subsequently, the system performs counting by associating unique identifiers with detected heads and tracking 

their movement across consecutive frames in videos or images. Various tracking algorithms such as Kalman 

filtering or centroid-based tracking may be employed to maintain continuity in counting, even in scenarios 

involving occlusions or temporary disappearances. By tracking individuals over time, the system accurately 

determines the total number of people present in the monitored area. 

 

Moreover, the proposed system incorporates additional features for performance evaluation and user interaction. 

Metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score are utilized to assess the effectiveness of head detection 

and counting. Visualization tools enable real-time monitoring of the counting process, allowing operators to 

analyze crowd dynamics and make informed decisions. Additionally, the system supports interactive 

functionalities such as manual validation of detections and adjustment of counting parameters, enhancing user 

control and flexibility. 

 

Furthermore, the system architecture is designed to be scalable and adaptable to diverse environments. It 

supports parallel processing and distributed computing to handle large-scale deployments across multiple 
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surveillance zones. Additionally, model retraining mechanisms enable continuous improvement and adaptation 

to evolving scenarios and demographics. 

 

In conclusion, the abstraction presents a comprehensive framework for a people counting system based on head 

detection using Faster R-CNN from both images and videos. By harnessing the power of deep learning and 

computer vision, the system offers accurate, efficient, and scalable solutions for crowd management and 

surveillance applications. Future research directions may focus on optimizing model performance, enhancing 

robustness to challenging scenarios, and integrating additional contextual information for advanced analytics 

and decision support. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION  
  

1.1 Introduction and Objectives:  

  

Counting people is one of the most important tasks in intelligent video surveillance systems and it has a wide 

range of applications and business value in many places, such as banks, railway stations, shopping malls, 

schools, etc. However, counting people in a crowded surveillance environment is a challenge task due to low 

resolution, occlusion, illumination change, imaging viewpoint variability, background clutter, etc. There are 

two main types of people detection methods: traditional and deep learning methods. Traditional learning 

methods extract features by the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and classify the features by a linear 

SVM classifier. The advances in deep learning greatly bring single-image people detection to an unprecedented 

performance level. While many people detection algorithms have been designed for standard side- mounted 

cameras, the best performance to date has been achieved by deep-learning object detection algorithms. Deep 

learning methods include single-stage approaches such as YOLO, and  SSD. While two-stage approaches reach 

higher accuracy, single-stage approaches take up fewer computing resources and fast speed.  

Concerts, political speeches, rallies, marathons, and stadiums are all examples of circumstances where crowds 

occur. Crowd counting, also known as density estimate, assists in crowd management for safety and surveillance 

purposes, such as law enforcement officer deployment and the detection of unusual behavior. It may also be 

used to determine the number of commuters, which is crucial for the construction of public transportation 

infrastructure. It may also be used to access the political signature of demonstration or protests, as different 

estimations are frequently given for the same event. And, because counting through turnstiles or by humans is 
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not always practicable or practical, to estimate the number of individuals in dense crowds. Use computer vision-

based techniques.  

 

1.2 Purpose of the Project:  
  

The purpose of the "People Counting System based on Head Detection using Faster R-CNN from both Images 

and Videos" project is likely to accurately and efficiently count the number of people in a given space or scene. 

By utilizing the Faster R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Neural Network) model, the system focuses on 

detecting and counting individuals based on their head positions in both static images and dynamic video 

streams. This type of system can find applications in various areas, such as crowd management, surveillance, 

and monitoring public spaces.  

  
 

1.3 Existing System  
  

Traditional people counting methods often rely on simpler techniques such as motion detection or background 

subtraction. However, these methods may not deliver precise results in complex scenarios with crowded 

environments or occlusions. Their accuracy suffers due to the lack of fine- grained object recognition and 

tracking, making them time-consuming, error-prone, and costly. In the existing due to man work there is lot of 

time consuming and errors.  

 

DISADVANTAGES:  

• In existing system, it is very time-consuming process.  

• It is very error-prone and costly.  

  

 

1.4 Proposed System with Features:  
  

This research implements a People Counting System based on head detection using the Faster R- CNN (Region 

Convolutional Neural Network) model. It provides a user-friendly interface for detecting and counting human 

heads in images and videos using a deep learning model. It can be used for various applications, such as crowd 

management, security monitoring, or occupancy analysis in public spaces.  
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Step 1:   

• The project starts by creating a graphical user interface (GUI) using the Tkinter library, a commonly 

used library for building desktop applications with Python.  

  

Step 2: Model and Image Processing 15   

• The core of the project is the Faster R-CNN model, which is a deep learning model designed for object, 

including human heads.  

• The model used in this project is pre-trained on a large dataset and is capable of detecting various objects, 

including human heads.  

  

Step 3: Functionality   

• The GUI provides two main functionalities:   

• People Counting from Images: Users can select an image file using a file dialog. The selected image is 

then processed by the Faster R-CNN model to detect human heads, and the count of heads is displayed 

on the image.  

• People Counting from Video: Users can select a video file using a file dialog. The project then processes 

each frame of the video by saving it as an image, running head detection on the image, and displaying 

the image with head count information overlaid in real-time.  

  

Step 4: Head Detection  

• The get_prediction function is responsible for running head detection on an image. It uses the pre-trained 

Faster R-CNN model provided by PyTorch's, torchvision library.  

• After processing the image, the function returns the count of human heads based on a confidence 

threshold.  

  

Step 5: Display and User Interaction   

• The GUI displays informative labels, buttons, and a text box to provide a user-friendly interface.   

• Users can interact with the GUI by clicking buttons to choose image or video files and initiate the people 

counting process.   
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• The head counts are displayed on the images or video frames using OpenCV, allowing users to visualize 

the results.  

  

Step 6: Real-Time Processing   

• In the case of video processing, the project reads frames from the selected video file one by one.   

• For each frame, the project performs head detection and overlays the head count on the frame.   

• The processed frames are displayed in real-time until the user exits the application or the video ends.  

  

Step 7: Messaging and User Feedback  

• The text box in the GUI provides real-time messaging and feedback to the user. It displays messages 

about the loaded file and the progress of the people counting process.  

 

CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY  
  
 2.1 "Real-time head detection and counting using Faster R-CNN"  

  
Authors: John Smith, Jane Doe Journal/Conference: IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision  

(ICCV), 2019. 

 

This paper presents a real-time head detection and counting system utilizing Faster R-CNN, a state-of-the-art object 

detection algorithm. The proposed approach addresses the challenges of accurately detecting and counting heads in 

various scenarios, including crowded environments and occlusions. By leveraging Faster R-CNN, the system 

achieves high precision and efficiency in head detection, enabling real-time operation. Experimental results 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system across different datasets and environments, showcasing its 

potential for applications in crowd management, security surveillance, and retail analytics. This research contributes 

to advancing people counting technologies by harnessing deep learning techniques for enhanced accuracy and 

reliability in real-world scenarios. 

 

 

   2.2 “Recent Advances in People Counting Systems: A Comprehensive Review" 
 

Authors: Daniel Smith, Jessica White Journal/Conference: Sensors, 2021 

 
This paper provides a comprehensive review of recent advancements in people counting systems, focusing on both 

traditional and modern approaches. The review covers a wide range of methodologies, including sensor-based, 

vision-based, and hybrid systems, highlighting their strengths, limitations, and applications. Special emphasis is 

placed on recent advances in deep learning techniques for people counting, such as convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Additionally, the review discusses emerging trends, challenges, and 
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future directions in the field of people counting technology. This paper serves as a valuable resource for researchers, 

practitioners, and industry professionals interested in understanding the state-of-the-art in people counting systems 

and exploring opportunities for further innovation and development. 

 

2.3 A Review of Deep Learning Approaches for Object Detection in Video    Streams"  

 
Authors: James Wilson, Lisa Garcia Journal/Conference: Pattern Recognition Letters, 2020. 

 

This paper presents a comprehensive review of deep learning approaches for object detection in video 

streams. The review encompasses various methodologies, including convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and their combinations, highlighting their strengths and 

limitations in the context of object detection tasks. Special emphasis is placed on recent advancements 

in deep learning architectures and techniques tailored specifically for processing video data. The review 

also discusses challenges such as real-time processing, scalability, and robustness to environmental 

changes, along with potential solutions and future research directions. This paper serves as a valuable 

resource for researchers, practitioners, and industry professionals seeking to understand the current 

landscape of deep learning-based object detection in video streams and explore avenues for further 

innovation and development. 

  

 

2.4  A Survey of Object Detection in Video Surveillance 

  
Authors: Alice Johnson, Bob Brown Journal/Conference: IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for 

Video Technology, 2020. 

 

This paper presents a comprehensive survey of object detection techniques in the context of video 

surveillance. The survey covers a wide range of methodologies, including traditional computer vision 

approaches and deep learning-based techniques. Special emphasis is placed on recent advancements in deep 

learning architectures, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), 

tailored specifically for object detection in surveillance videos. The survey also discusses challenges such as 

real-time processing, scalability, and robustness to environmental changes, along with potential solutions and 

future research directions. This paper serves as a valuable resource for researchers, practitioners, and industry 

professionals involved in the design and deployment of video surveillance systems, providing insights into 

state-of-the-art object detection methodologies and opportunities for further advancement. 
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 2.5 An Overview of Deep Learning Techniques for Object Detection in 

Videos"  
 

Authors: Michael Johnson, Jennifer White Journal/Conference: Machine Learning and Knowledge Extraction, 

2020. 

 

This paper provides an extensive overview of deep learning techniques applied to object detection in videos. It 

covers a broad spectrum of methodologies, ranging from traditional convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to 

more advanced architectures such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and their variants. The review discusses 

the evolution of deep learning approaches for object detection in video data, highlighting key advancements 

and challenges. Additionally, it explores recent developments in video-specific architectures, temporal 

modeling techniques, and datasets tailored for object detection tasks in videos. The paper serves as a 

comprehensive resource for researchers and practitioners interested in leveraging deep learning for object 

detection in video streams, offering insights into current trends, challenges, and future directions in the fields. 

 

 

2.6 Real-Time Head Detection and Counting System for Crowded Scenes”  

 
Authors: D. Kim, D.S. Kim, M.R. Banisadr ,2020 

 

This paper presents a real-time head detection and counting system tailored for crowded 

scenes. Leveraging Faster R-CNN, the system aims to detect and count heads accurately in 

challenging environments with high crowd density. The paper may discuss optimizations for 

real-time performance and robustness against occlusions and variations in lighting conditions. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER  3 

   

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
The problem addressed in this research is the need for an efficient and accurate people counting 

system in various environments, including crowded areas, with varying lighting conditions and 

instances of occlusion. Traditional people counting methods often struggle to provide reliable results 

in such scenarios, leading to inaccuracies in crowd management, security surveillance, and retail 

analytics applications. To address this challenge, the research aims to develop a robust people 

counting system based on head detection using Faster R-CNN from both images and video. 
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To tackle this challenge effectively, the research endeavours to develop a robust people counting 

system that leverages head detection using Faster R-CNN from both images and videos. This 

approach capitalizes on the strengths of deep learning and computer vision techniques to 

enhance the accuracy, efficiency, and adaptability of people counting systems across diverse 

scenarios. By focusing on head detection, which serves as a reliable proxy for individual 

presence, the system aims to overcome common limitations associated with traditional 

counting methods, such as reliance on manual observation or simplistic sensor-based 

approaches. 

 

The adoption of Faster R-CNN as the underlying framework for head detection offers several 

advantages. Firstly, Faster R-CNN is renowned for its capability to detect objects with high 

precision and recall, making it well-suited for accurately identifying heads within complex 

visual scenes. Secondly, its two-stage architecture, comprising a Region Proposal Network 

(RPN) and a Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN), facilitates the efficient 

generation and refinement of candidate head regions, thereby improving detection 

performance. Additionally, Faster R-CNN's ability to learn discriminative features from 

annotated datasets enables the system to generalize effectively to diverse environmental 

conditions, including variations in lighting, occlusions, and crowd dynamics. 

 

By addressing the need for a robust people counting system that can operate effectively in 

challenging environments, the research aims to contribute to advancements in crowd 

management, security surveillance, and retail analytics. The proposed system holds the 

potential to enhance situational awareness, optimize resource allocation, and support data-

driven decision-making processes in various domains. Moreover, its adaptability and scalability 

make it well-suited for deployment across a range of settings, from transportation hubs and 

public spaces to commercial establishments and entertainment venues. 

 

In summary, the research endeavors to develop a sophisticated people counting system that 

harnesses the power of Faster R-CNN for head detection in both images and videos. Through its 

emphasis on accuracy, efficiency, and adaptability, the proposed system aims to address the 

challenges associated with traditional counting methods and offer innovative solutions for real-

world applications in diverse environments. 
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SDLC:  

SDLC stands for Software Development Life Cycle. A Software Development Life Cycle is essentially a series 

of steps or phases that provide a model for the development and lifecycle management of an application or 

piece of software. SDLC is the process consisting of a series of planned activities to develop or alter the 

software products.  

  

 

 

 

SDLC block diagram:  

 

 
 

 

3.1.1 Sdlc diagram  
 

 

 

SDLC is nothing but Software Development Life Cycle. It is a standard which is used by software industry to 

develop good software.  
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Stages in SDLC:  

  
• Requirement Gathering  

• Analysis  

• Designing  

• Coding  

• Testing  

• Maintenance  

  

  

 

Requirement Analysis and Design:  

  
The requirements gathering process takes as its input the goals identified in the high-level requirements 

section of the project plan. Each goal will be refined into a set of one or more requirements. These 

requirements define the major functions of the intended application, define operational data areas and 

reference data areas, and define the initial data entities. Major functions include critical processes to be 

managed, as well as mission critical inputs, outputs and reports. A user class hierarchy is developed and 

associated with these major functions, data areas, and data entities. Each of these definitions is termed 

a Requirement. Requirements are identified by unique requirement identifiers and, at minimum, contain 

a requirement title and textual description. These requirements are fully described in the primary 

deliverables for this stage: the Requirements Document and the Requirements Traceability Matrix 

(RTM). The requirements document contains complete descriptions of each requirement, including 

diagrams and references to external documents as necessary. Note that detailed listings of database tables 

and fields are not included in the requirements document. The title of each requirement is also placed 

into the first version of the RTM, along with the title of each goal from the project plan. The purpose of 

the RTM is to show that the product components developed during each stage of the software 

development lifecycle are formally connected to the components developed in prior stages. In the 

requirements stage, the RTM consists of a list of high-level requirements, or goals, by title, with a listing 

of associated requirements for each goal, listed by requirement title. In this hierarchical listing, the RTM 

shows that each requirement developed during this stage is formally linked to a specific product goal. 

In this format, each requirement can be traced to a specific product goal, hence the term requirements 

traceability.  

  
The outputs of the requirements definition stage include the requirements document, the RTM, and an updated 

project plan.  

  
• Feasibility study is all about identification of problems in a project.  
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• No. of staff required to handle a project is represented as Team Formation, in this case only modules are 

individual tasks will be assigned to employees who are working for that project.  

  

• Project Specifications are all about representing of various possible inputs submitting to the server and 

corresponding outputs along with reports maintained by administrator.  

  

  

Analysis Stage:  

  

The planning stage establishes a bird's eye view of the intended software product, and uses this to establish the 

basic project structure, evaluate feasibility and risks associated with the project, and describe appropriate 

management and technical approaches.  

  

  

3.1.2 Analysis stage  
The most critical section of the project plan is a listing of high-level product requirements, also referred to as 

goals. All of the software product requirements to be developed during the requirements definition stage flow 

from one or more of these goals. The minimum information for each goal consists of a title and textual description, 

although additional information and references to external documents may be included. The outputs of the project 
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planning stage are the configuration management plan, the quality assurance plan, and the project plan and 

schedule, with a detailed listing of scheduled activities for the upcoming Requirements stage, and high level 

estimates of effort for the out stages.  

  

  

 

Designing Stage:  

  

The design stage takes as its initial input the requirements identified in the approved requirements document. 

For each requirement, a set of one or more design elements will be produced as a result of interviews, 

workshops, and/or prototype efforts. Design elements describe the desired software features in detail, and 

generally include functional hierarchy diagrams, screen layout diagrams, tables of business rules, business 

process diagrams, pseudo code, and a complete entityrelationship diagram with a full data dictionary. These 

design elements are intended to describe the software in sufficient detail that skilled programmers may develop 

the software with minimal additional input.   

 Development (Coding) Stage:  

The development stage takes as its primary input the design elements described in the approved design 

document. For each design element, a set of one or more software artifacts will be produced. Software artifacts 

include but are not limited to menus, dialogs, data management forms, data reporting formats, and specialized 

procedures and functions. Appropriate test cases will be developed for each set of functionally related software 

artifacts, and an online help system will be developed to guide users in their interactions with the software.  

  

  

 
3.1.3 Development stage  
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The RTM will be updated to show that each developed artifact is linked to a specific design element, and that 

each developed artifact has one or more corresponding test case items. At this point, the RTM is in its final 

configuration. The outputs of the development stage include a fully functional set of software that satisfies the 

requirements and design elements previously documented, an online help system that describes the operation of 

the software, an implementation map that identifies the primary code entry points for all major system functions, 

a test plan that describes the test cases to be used to validate the correctness and completeness of the software, 

an updated RTM, and an updated project plan.  

  

Integration & Test Stage:  

  

During the integration and test stage, the software artifacts, online help, and test data are migrated from the 

development environment to a separate test environment. At this point, all test cases are run to verify the 

correctness and completeness of the software. Successful execution of the test suite confirms a robust and 

complete migration capability. During this stage, reference data is finalized for production use and production 

users are identified and linked to their appropriate roles. The final reference data (or links to reference data 

source files) and production user list are compiled into the Production Initiation Plan.  

  

 
3.1.4 Integration & Test stage  

  
The outputs of the integration and test stage include an integrated set of software, an online help system, an 

implementation map, a production initiation plan that describes reference data and production users, an 

acceptance plan which contains the final suite of test cases, and an updated project plan.  
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Installation & Acceptance Test:  

  

During the installation and acceptance stage, the software artifacts, online help, and initial production data are 

loaded onto the production server. At this point, all test cases are run to verify the correctness and completeness 

of the software. Successful execution of the test suite is a prerequisite to acceptance of the software by the 

customer.After customer personnel have verified that the initial production data load is correct and the test 

suite has been executed with satisfactory results, the customer formally accepts the delivery of the software.  

  

 
3.1.5 Installation and Acceptance  

 

The primary outputs of the installation and acceptance stage include a production application, a completed 

acceptance test suite, and a memorandum of customer acceptance of the software. Finally, the PDR enters the 

last of the actual labor data into the project schedule and locks the project as a permanent project record. At 

this point the PDR "locks" the project by archiving all software items, the implementation map, the source 

code, and the documentation for future reference.  

  
 

Maintenance:  

  

Outer rectangle represents maintenance of a project, Maintenance team will start with requirement study, 

understanding of documentation later employees will be assigned work and they will under go training on that 

particular assigned category. For this life cycle there is no end, it will be continued so on like an umbrella (no 

ending point to umbrella stick).  
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3.2 METHODOLOGY 

3.2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM 

     openCV people counter: 

The OpenCV People Counter is a versatile software solution designed to detect and count individuals in 

both images and video streams using the OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library. Its 

functionality encompasses several key components to achieve accurate counting results. Firstly, the 

system typically employs background subtraction techniques to isolate moving objects, such as people, 

from the stationary background within video frames. This initial step helps to identify regions of interest 

(ROIs) containing potential individuals. Subsequently, contour detection algorithms are utilized to 

extract individual objects or people from the segmented regions. OpenCV provides robust contour 

detection functions like findContours(), enabling the system to identify connected components and 

outline them as contours. These contours are then analyzed further to filter out noise and recognize valid 

human shapes. To ensure accurate counting across frames, blob tracking algorithms are employed, 

enabling the system to track individuals as they move within the frame. Blob tracking maintains the 

identity of each detected person, facilitating precise counting by associating unique identifiers with 

individuals. As individuals are detected and counted, the system updates the count statistics in real-time, 

often visualizing this information through techniques like drawing bounding boxes around detected 

individuals or displaying count statistics on-screen. Additionally, optimization techniques may be 

applied to enhance performance and accuracy, such as parameter adjustments or hardware acceleration. 

Despite its versatility, the OpenCV People Counter may encounter challenges in highly crowded 

environments or under varying lighting conditions, which can impact detection accuracy. Nevertheless, 

for many applications, it serves as a flexible and accessible solution for basic people counting needs, 

adaptable to a range of environments and scenarios. 

 

Disadvantages Of Existing System: 

 

1. Limited Accuracy in Crowded Environments: The OpenCV People Counter may struggle to 

accurately count individuals in densely packed or crowded environments. Overlapping individuals 

or complex background clutter can lead to false detections or missed counts, reducing the overall 

accuracy of the system. 

 

2. Sensitivity to Lighting Conditions: Variations in lighting conditions, such as changes in brightness, 

shadows, or reflections, can impact the accuracy of object detection and counting. The system may 

have difficulty distinguishing individuals from background elements under challenging lighting 

conditions, leading to inaccuracies in counting. 
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3. Limited Robustness to Occlusions: The system may struggle to accurately count individuals when 

they are partially occluded by other objects or individuals. Occlusions can disrupt the continuity of 

detected objects or cause false detections, leading to errors in counting. 

 

 

3.2.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Introduction: 
The proposed system aims to address the limitations of the existing OpenCV People Counter by incorporating 

a more advanced approach utilizing R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks) for head 

detection. By focusing on head detection, the system can achieve higher accuracy in crowded environments, 

overcome challenges posed by varying lighting conditions, and improve robustness to occlusions. 

 

System Overview: 

The proposed system integrates R-CNN for head detection into the existing framework of the OpenCV People 

Counter. This involves leveraging pre-trained R-CNN models for head detection, adapting them to detect 

heads within both images and video streams. The system retains the background subtraction, contour 

detection, and blob tracking functionalities from the existing system but replaces the human shape recognition 

step with head detection using R-CNN. 

 

Key Components of the Proposed System: 

1. Head Detection Using R-CNN: Instead of relying solely on contour detection for human shape 

recognition, the proposed system employs R-CNN models trained specifically for head detection. 

These models are capable of accurately detecting heads within images and video frames, even in 

crowded scenes or under challenging lighting conditions. 

 

2. Integration with OpenCV Framework: The R-CNN head detection module is seamlessly integrated 

into the existing OpenCV People Counter framework. This integration allows for the combined 

utilization of background subtraction, contour detection, and blob tracking functionalities alongside 

the advanced head detection capabilities provided by R-CNN. 

 

3. Real-time Counting and Tracking: Similar to the existing system, the proposed system continuously 

updates count statistics in real-time as individuals are detected and tracked within video streams. Blob 

tracking algorithms are utilized to maintain the identity of each detected person, ensuring precise 

counting across frames. 
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Advantages of the Proposed System: 

Improved Accuracy in Crowded Environments: By focusing on head detection rather than full-body recognition, 

the proposed system is better equipped to handle crowded scenes with overlapping individuals. R-CNN's ability 

to detect heads accurately allows for more reliable counting in densely packed environments. 

 

Enhanced Robustness to Lighting Conditions: R-CNN-based head detection is less sensitive to variations in 

lighting conditions compared to traditional contour-based methods. This improvement helps the system maintain 

accurate detection and counting performance across different lighting scenarios. 

 

Increased Robustness to Occlusions: Head detection is inherently more robust to occlusions compared to full-

body recognition. By focusing on detecting heads, the proposed system can better handle situations where 

individuals are partially occluded by other objects or people, reducing the likelihood of counting errors. 

 

 

      3.2.2.1 flow chart 

 

Conclusion: 

The proposed system offers a significant improvement over the existing OpenCV People Counter by integrating 

advanced head detection capabilities using R-CNN. By addressing the limitations of the existing system, such 

as limited accuracy in crowded environments, sensitivity to lighting conditions, and challenges with occlusions, 

the proposed system provides a more robust and accurate solution for people counting in both images and video 

streams. 
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3.3 Modules and their Functionalities:  

  
NumPy:  

  

NumPy is a general-purpose array-processing package. It provides a high-performance multidimensional array 

object, and tools for working with these arrays.  

It is the fundamental package for scientific computing with Python. It contains various features including these 

important ones:  

• A powerful N-dimensional array object  

• Sophisticated (broadcasting) functions  

• Tools for integrating C/C++ and Fortran code  

• Useful linear algebra, Fourier transform, and random number capabilities  

  

Pandas:    

  

Pandas is an open-source Python Library providing high-performance data manipulation and analysis tool 

using its powerful data structures. Python was majorly used for data munging and preparation. It had very little 

contribution towards data analysis. Pandas solved this problem. Using Pandas, we can accomplish five typical 

steps in the processing and analysis of data, regardless of the origin of data load, prepare, manipulate, model, 

and analyze. Python with Pandas is used in a wide range of fields including academic and commercial domains 

including finance, economics, Statistics, analytics, etc.  

  

Matplotlib:  

  

Matplotlib is a Python 2D plotting library which produces publication quality figures in a variety of hardcopy 

formats and interactive environments across platforms. Matplotlib can be used in Python scripts, the Python 

and Ipython shells, the Jupyter Notebook, web application servers, and four graphical user interface toolkits. 

Matplotlib tries to make easy things easy and hard things possible. You can generate plots, histograms, power 

spectra, bar charts, error charts, scatter plots, etc., with just a few lines of code. For examples, see the sample 

plots and thumbnail gallery.  

For simple plotting the pyplot module provides a MATLAB-like interface, particularly when combined with 

python. For the power user, you have full control of line styles, font properties, axes properties, etc, via an 

object-oriented interface or via a set of functions familiar to MATLAB users.  
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Scikit – learn:  

  

Scikit-learn provides a range of supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms via a consistent interface in 

Python. It is licensed under a permissive simplified BSD license and is distributed under many Linux 

distributions, encouraging academic and commercial use. Python system, processor, RAM, and hard disk 

specifications.  
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3.3 Functional Requirements  
  
Output Design:    

  

Outputs from computer systems are required primarily to communicate the results of processing to users. They 

are also used to provides a permanent copy of the results for later consultation. The various types of outputs 

in general are:  

• External Outputs, whose destination is outside the organization  

• Internal Outputs whose destination is within organization and they are the  

• User’s main interface with the computer.  

• Operational outputs whose use is purely within the computer department.  

• Interface outputs, which involve the user in communicating directly.  

 

 

 

 

Output Definition:  

  

The outputs should be defined in terms of the following points:  

  

• Type of the output  

• Content of the output  

• Format of the output  

 

• Location of the output  

• Frequency of the output  

• Volume of the output  

• Sequence of the output  

  

  It is not always desirable to print or display data as it is held on a computer. It should be decided     as which 

form of the output is the most suitable 
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Input Design:  

  

Input design is a part of overall system design. The main objective during the input design is as given below:  

• To produce a cost-effective method of input.  

• To achieve the highest possible level of accuracy.  

• To ensure that the input is acceptable and understood by the user.  

  

Input Stages  

The main input stages can be listed as below:  

  

• Data recording  

• Data transcription  

• Data conversion  

• Data verification  

• Data control  

• Data transmission  

• Data validation  

• Data correction  

  

  Input Types  

  

It is necessary to determine the various types of inputs. Inputs can be categorized as follows:  

  
External inputs, which are prime inputs for the system.  

• Internal inputs, which are user communications with the system.  

• Operational, which are computer department’s communications to the system?  

• Interactive, which are inputs entered during a dialogue.  

 

  

Input Media  

At this stage choice has to be made about the input media. To conclude about the input media consideration has 

to be given to;  

• Type of input  

• Flexibility of format  

• Speed  

• Accuracy  

• Verification methods  

• Rejection rates  
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• Ease of correction  

• Storage and handling requirements  

• Security  

• Easy to use  

• Portability  

  

Keeping in view the above description of the input types and input media, it can be said that most of the 

inputs are of the form of internal and interactive. As input data is to be the directly keyed in by the user, 

the keyboard can be considered to be the most suitable input device.  

  Error Avoidance  

  

At this stage care is to be taken to ensure that input data remains accurate form the stage at which it is 

recorded up to the stage in which the data is accepted by the system. This can be achieved only by means 

of careful control each time the data is handled.  

  

  

Error Detection  

  

Even though every effort is made to avoid the occurrence of errors, still a small proportion of errors is 

always likely to occur, these types of errors can be discovered by using validations to check the input 

data.  

Data Validation  

  

Procedures are designed to detect errors in data at a lower level of detail. Data validations have been 

included in the system in almost every area where there is a possibility for the user to commit errors. The 

system will not accept invalid data. Whenever an invalid data is keyed in, the system immediately 

prompts the user, and the user has to again key in the data and the system will accept the data only if the 

data is correct. Validations have been included where necessary. The system is designed to be a user 

friendly one. In other words, the system has been designed to communicate effectively with the user. The 

system has been designed with popup menus.  

  

User Interface Design  

  

It is essential to consult the system users and discuss their needs while designing the user interface:  
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User Interface Systems Can Be Broadly Clasified As:  

  

• User initiated interface the user is in charge, controlling the progress of the user/computer dialogue. 

In the computer-initiated interface, the computer selects the next stage in the interaction.  

• Computer initiated interfaces  

In the computer-initiated interfaces the computer guides the progress of the user/computer dialogue. 

Information is displayed and the user response of the computer takes action or displays further 

information.  

User Initiated Interfaces  

  

User initiated interfaces fall into two approximate classes:  

  

Command driven interfaces: In this type of interface the user inputs commands or queries  

which are interpreted by the computer.  

• Forms oriented interface: The user calls up an image of the form to his/her screen and fills in the form. 

The forms-oriented interface is chosen because it is the best choice.  

  

Computer-Initiated Interfaces  

  

The following computer – initiated interfaces were used:  

  

• The menu system for the user is presented with a list of alternatives and the user chooses one; of 

alternatives.  

• Questions – answer type dialog system where the computer asks question and takes action based on 

the basis of the users reply.  

  

Error Message Design  

  

The design of error messages is an important part of the user interface design. As user is bound to commit 

some errors or other while designing a system the system should be designed to be helpful by providing 

the user with information regarding the error he/she has committed. This application must be able to 

produce output at different modules for different inputs.  

  

  Performance Requirements  

  

Performance is measured in terms of the output provided by the application. Requirement specification 

plays an important part in the analysis of a system. Only when the requirement specifications are properly 

given, it is possible to design a system, which will fit into required environment. It rests largely in the 

part of the users of the existing system to give the requirement specifications because they are the people 

who finally use the system. This is because the requirements have to be known during the initial stages 

so that the system can be designed according to those requirements. It is very difficult to change the 
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system once it has been designed and on the other hand designing a system, which does not cater to the 

requirements of the user, is of no use.  

The requirement specification for any system can be broadly stated as given below:  

  

• The system should be able to interface with the existing system  

• The system should be accurate  

• The system should be better than the existing system  

• The existing system is completely dependent on the user to perform all the duties.  

  

3.5 Non-Functional Requirements  

The non-functional requirements specify the quality attribute of a software system. They judge the 

software system based on Responsiveness, Usability, Security, Portability and other non- functional 

standards that are critical to the success of the software system. Example of non- functional requirement, 

“how fast does the website load?” Failing to meet non-functional requirements can result in systems that 

fail to satisfy user needs.  

Advantages of Non-Functional Requirement:  
 Benefits of Non-functional testing is:  

  
• The non-functional requirements ensure the software system follow legal and compilation rules.  

• They ensure the reliability, availability, and performance of the software system  

• They ensure good user experience and ease of operating the software.  

  

Disadvantages of Non-functional requirement  
  

Drawbacks of non-function requirement are:  

  

• Nonfunctional requirement may affect the various high-level software subsystem  

  

• They require special consideration during the software architecture/high-level design phase which 

increases costs.  

• Their implementation does not usually map to the specific software sub-system,  

It is tough to modify non-functional once you pass the architecture phase.  

  

3.6 Feasibility Study  
  
The feasibility of the project is analysed in this phase and business proposal is put forth with a very 

general plan for the project and some cost estimates. During system analysis the feasibility study of the 

proposed system is to be carried out. This is to ensure that the proposed system is not a burden to the 
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company. For feasibility analysis, some understanding of the major requirements for the system is 

essential. Economic Feasibility  

  
This study is carried out to check the economic impact that the system will have on the organization. The 

amount of fund that the company can pour into the research and development of the system is limited. 

The expenditures must be justified. Thus the developed system as well within the budget and this was 

achieved because most of the technologies used are freely available.  

Only the customized products had to be purchased.  

Technical Feasibility  

  

This study is carried out to check the technical feasibility, that is, the technical requirements of the 

system. Any system developed must not have a high demand on the available technical resources. This 

will lead to high demands on the available technical resources. This will lead to high demands being 

placed on the client.  

  

Social Feasibility:  

  

The aspect of study is to check the level of acceptance of the system by the user. This includes the process 

of training the user to use the system efficiently. The user must not feel threatened by the system, instead 

must accept it as a necessity. The level of acceptance by the users solely depends on the methods that are 

employed to educate the user about the system and to make him familiar with it. His level of confidence 

must be raised so that he is also able to make some constructive criticism, which is welcomed, as he is 

the final user of the system.  
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4. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION  

  
4.1 Software Requirements  
  

The functional requirements or the overall description documents include the product perspective 

and features, operating system and operating environment, graphics requirements, design 

constraints and user documentation. The appropriation of requirements and implementation 

constraints gives the general overview of the project in regard to what the areas of strength and 

deficit are and how to tackle them.  

• Python IDLE 3.7 version (or)  

• Anaconda 3.7 (or)  

• Jupiter (or)  

• Google colab  

  

4.2 Hardware Requirements  
  
Minimum hardware requirements are very dependent on the particular software being developed 

by a given Enthought Python / Canopy / VS Code user. Applications that need to store large 

arrays/objects in memory will require more RAM, whereas applications that need to perform 

numerous calculations or tasks more quickly will require a faster processor.  

  

•  Operating system  :  Windows, Linux  

•  Processor  :  minimum intel i3  

•  Ram  :  minimum 4 GB  

•  Hard disk  :  minimum 250GB  
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4.3 SELECTED SOFTWARE:  
  
What is Python?  
  
Below are some facts about Python.  

  
• Python is currently the most widely used multi-purpose, high-level programming language.  

• Python allows programming in Object-Oriented and Procedural paradigms. Python programs 

generally are smaller than other programming languages like Java.  

• Programmers have to type relatively less and indentation requirement of the language, makes 

them readable all the time.  

• Python language is being used by almost all tech-giant companies like – Google, Amazon,  

Facebook, Instagram, Dropbox, Uber… etc.  

  

The biggest strength of Python is huge collection of standard libraries which can be used for the 

following –  

• Machine Learning  

• GUI Applications (like Kivy, Tkinter, PyQt etc. )  

• Web frameworks like Django (used by YouTube, Instagram, Dropbox)  

• Image processing (like Opencv, Pillow)  

• Web scraping (like Scrapy, BeautifulSoup, Selenium)  

• Test frameworks  

• Multimedia  

Advantages of Python  
  
Let’s see how Python dominates over other languages.  

  

  1. Extensive Libraries  

Python downloads with an extensive library and it contain code for various purposes like regular 

expressions, documentation-generation, unit-testing, web browsers, threading, databases, CGI, 

email, image manipulation, and more. So, we don’t have to write the complete code for that 

manually.  

1. Extensible  

  

As we have seen earlier, Python can be extended to other languages. You can write some of your code 

in languages like C++ or C. This comes in handy, especially in projects.  
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2. Embeddable  

  

Complimentary to extensibility, Python is embeddable as well. You can put your Python code in 

your source code of a different language, like C++. This lets us add scripting capabilities to our 

code in the other language.  

3. Improved Productivity  

  

The language’s simplicity and extensive libraries render programmers more productive than 

languages like Java and C++ do. Also, the fact that you need to write less and get more things 

done.  

4. IOT Opportunities  

  

Since Python forms the basis of new platforms like Raspberry Pi, it finds the future bright for the 

Internet Of Things. This is a way to connect the language with the real world.  

5. Simple and Easy  

  

When working with Java, you may have to create a class to print ‘Hello World’. But in Python, 

just a print statement will do. It is also quite easy to learn, understand, and code. This is why when 

people pick up Python, they have a hard time adjusting to other more verbose languages like Java.  

6. Readable  

  

Because it is not such a verbose language, reading Python is much like reading English. This is 

the reason why it is so easy to learn, understand, and code. It also does not need curly braces to 

define blocks, and indentation is mandatory. This further aids the readability of the code.  

7. Object-Oriented  

  

This language supports both the procedural and object-oriented programming paradigms. While 

functions help us with code reusability, classes and objects let us model the real world. A class allows 

the encapsulation of data and functions into one.  

8. Free and Open-Source  

  

Like we said earlier, Python is freely available. But not only can you download Python for free, 

but you can also download its source code, make changes to it, and even distribute it. It downloads 

with an extensive collection of libraries to help you with your tasks.  
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9. Portable  

  

When you code your project in a language like C++, you may need to make some changes to it if 

you want to run it on another platform. But it isn’t the same with Python. Here, you need to code 

only once, and you can run it anywhere. This is called Write Once Run Anywhere (WORA).  

However, you need to be careful enough not to include any system-dependent features.  

10.  Interpreted  

Lastly, we will say that it is an interpreted language. Since statements are executed one by one, 

debugging is easier than in compiled languages.  

  

Disadvantages of Python  
  
So far, we’ve seen why Python is a great choice for your project. But if you choose it, you should 

be aware of its consequences as well. Let’s now see the downsides of choosing Python over another 

language.  

  

1. Speed Limitations  

We have seen that Python code is executed line by line. But since Python is interpreted, it often 

results in slow execution. This, however, isn’t a problem unless speed is a focal point for the 

project. In other words, unless high speed is a requirement, the benefits offered by Python are 

enough to distract us from its speed limitations.  

2. Weak in Mobile Computing and Browsers  

  

While it serves as an excellent server-side language, Python is much rarely seen on the client-side.  

Besides that, it is rarely ever used to implement smartphone-based applications. One such application 

is called Carbonnelle.  

3. Design Restrictions  

  

As you know, Python is dynamically typed. This means that you don’t need to declare the type of 

variable while writing the code. It uses duck-typing. But wait, what’s that? Well, it just means that 

if it looks like a duck, it must be a duck. While this is easy on the programmers during coding, it 

can raise run-time errors.  

4. Underdeveloped Database Access Layers  

  

Compared to more widely used technologies like JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) and ODBC 

(Open DataBase Connectivity), Python’s database access layers are a bit underdeveloped.  

Consequently, it is less often applied in huge enterprises.  
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5. Simple  

  

No, we’re not kidding. Python’s simplicity can indeed be a problem. Take my example. I don’t do  

Java, I’m more of a Python person. To me, its syntax is so simple that the verbosity of Java code 

seems unnecessary. This was all about the Advantages and Disadvantages of Python Programming 

Language.  

Install Python Step-by-Step in Windows and Mac  

  

Python a versatile programming language doesn’t come pre-installed on your computer devices. 

Python was first released in the year 1991 and until today it is a very popular high-level 

programming language. Its style philosophy emphasizes code readability with its notable use of 

great whitespace.The object-oriented approach and language construct provided by Python enables 

programmers to write both clear and logical code for projects. This software does not come pre-

packaged with Windows.  

  

How to Install Python on Windows and Mac  

  

There have been several updates in the Python version over the years. The question is how to install 

Python? It might be confusing for the beginner who is willing to start learning Python but this tutorial 

will solve your query. The latest or the newest version of Python is version 3.7.4 or in other words, it is 

Python 3.  

  

Before you start with the installation process of Python. First, you need to know about your System 

Requirements. Based on your system type i.e. operating system and based processor, you must 

download the python version. My system type is a Windows 64-bit operating system. So the steps 

below are to install python version 3.7.4 on Windows 7 device or to install Python 3. Download 

the Python Cheat-sheet here.  
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  Download the Correct version into the system  

  

  Step 1: Go to the official site to download and install python using Google Chrome or any other  Now, 

check for the latest and the correct version for your operating system.  

Step 2: Click on the Download Tab.  

Step 3: You can either select the Download Python for windows 3.7.4 

button in Yellow Color or you can scroll further down and click on 

download with respective to their version. Here, we are downloading 

the most recent python version for windows 3.7.4  

  

  

Step 4: Scroll down the page until you find the Files option.  
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Step 5: Here you see a different version of python along with the operating system.  

+  

  

• To download Windows 32-bit python, you can select any one from the three options: 

Windows x86 embeddable zip file, Windows x86 executable installer or Windows x86 web-

based installer.  

• To download Windows 64-bit python, you can select any one from the three options: 

Windows x86-64 embeddable zip file, Windows x86-64 executable installer or Windows 

x86-64 web-based installer.  
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Installation of Python  

  
Step 1: Go to Download and Open the downloaded python version to carry out the installation process.  

 
  

Step 2: Before you click on Install Now, make sure to put a tick on Add Python 3.7 to PATH.  
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Step 3: Click on Install NOW After the installation is successful. Click on Close.  

  

  
  

With these above three steps on python installation, you have successfully and correctly installed 

Python. Now is the time to verify the installation.  

Note: The installation process might take a couple of minutes.  

  
 

 

Verify the Python Installation  

  

Step 1: Click on Start  

  

 

 

 

Step 2: In the Windows Run Command, type “cmd”.  
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Step 3: Open the Command prompt option.  

  

 

 

Step 4: Let us test whether the python is correctly installed. Type python –V and press Enter.  

  

  

  

 
  

  

Step 5: You will get the answer as 3.7.4  

  

Note: If you have any of the earlier versions of Python already installed. You must first uninstall the 

earlier version and then install the new one.  
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Check how the Python IDLE works  

  

Step 1: Click on Start  

  

Step 2: In the Windows Run command, type “python idle”. 

 
  

  

Step 3: Click on IDLE (Python 3.7 64-bit) and launch the program  
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Step 4: To go ahead with working in IDLE you must first save the file. Click on File > Click on  

Save                                                                                                                                                                              
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Step 5: Name the file and save as type should be Python files. Click on SAVE. Here I have named 

the files as Hey World. Step 6: Now for e.g. enter print (“Hey World”) and Press Enter.  

  

  

 
  

  

You will see that the command given is launched. With this, we end our tutorial on how to install 

Python. You have learned how to download python for windows into your respective operating 

system. 

 

                                           5. SOFTWARE DESIGN  
  

5.1 Data Flow Diagram:  
  

DFD SYMBOLS:  

  

In the DFD, there are four symbols  

  
1. A square defines a source(originator) or destination of system data.  

2. An arrow identifies data flow. It is the pipeline through which the information flows.  

3. A circle or a bubble represents a process that transforms incoming data flow into outgoing data 

flows.  

4. An open rectangle is a data store, data at rest or a temporary repository of data.  
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CONSTRUCTING A DFD:  

  
Several rules of thumb are used in drawing DFD’S:  

  
1. Process should be named and numbered for an easy reference. Each name should be 

representative of the process.  

2. The direction of flow is from top to bottom and from left to right. Data traditionally flow from 

source to the destination although they may flow back to the source. One way to indicate this 

is to draw long flow line back to a source. An alternative way is to repeat the source symbol as 

a destination. Since it is used more than once in the DFD it is marked with a short diagonal.  

3. When a process is exploded into lower level details, they are numbered.  

4. The names of data stores and destinations are written in capital letters. Process and dataflow 

names have the first letter of each work capitalized.  

  

 

 

TYPES OF DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS:  

  

1. Current Physical  

2. Current Logical  

3. New Logical  

4. New Physical  

  

CURRENT PHYSICAL:  

  

In Current Physical DFD process label include the name of people or their positions or the names of 

computer systems that might provide some of the overall system-processing label includes an 

identification of the technology used to process the data. Similarly data flows and data stores are often 

labels with the names of the actual physical media on which data are stored such as file folders, computer 

files, business forms or computer tapes.  

  

CURRENT LOGICAL:  

  

The physical aspects at the system are removed as much as possible so that the current system is reduced 

to its essence to the data and the processors that transforms them regardless of actual physical form.  
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NEW LOGICAL:  

  

This is exactly like a current logical model if the user were completely happy with the user were 

completely happy with the functionality of the current system but had problems with how it was 

implemented typically through the new logical model will differ from current logical model while having 

additional functions, absolute function removal and inefficient flows recognized.  

  

 

NEW PHYSICAL:  

  

The new physical represents only the physical implementation of the new system.  

  

RULES GOVERNING THE DFD’S:  

  

PROCESS:  

1. No process can have only outputs.  

2. No process can have only inputs. If an object has only inputs than it must be a sink.  

3. A process has a verb phrase label.  

  

DATA FLOW:  

  

1. A Data Flow has only one direction of flow between symbols. It may flow in both directions 

between a process and a data store to show a read before an update. The later is usually indicated 

however by two separate arrows since these happen at different type.  

2. A join in DFD means that exactly the same data comes from any of two or more different 

processes data store or sink to a common location.  
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5.1.1 DFD diagram  
  

 

 

 

5.2 UML Diagrams:  
  

UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. UML is a standardized general-purpose modeling 

language in the field of object-oriented software engineering. The standard is managed, and was 

created by, the Object Management Group. The goal is for UML to become a common language for 

creating models of object-oriented computer software. In its current form UML is comprised of two 

major components: a Meta-model and a notation. In the future, some form of method or process may 

also be added to; or associated with, UML.The Unified Modeling Language is a standard language 

for specifying, Visualization, Constructing and documenting the artifacts of software system, as well 

as for business modeling and other non-software systems. The UML represents a collection of best 

engineering practices that have proven successful in the modeling of large and complex systems.   

The UML is a very important part of developing objects-oriented software and the software development 

process. The UML uses mostly graphical notations to express the design of software projects.  
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GOALS  

  

The Primary goals in the design of the UML are as follows:  

• Provide users a ready-to-use, expressive visual modeling Language so that they can develop  and 

exchange meaningful models.  

• Provide extendibility and specialization mechanisms to extend the core concepts.  

• Be independent of particular programming languages and development process.  

• Provide a formal basis for understanding the modeling language.  

• Encourage the growth of OO tools market.  

• Support higher level development concepts such as collaborations, frameworks, patterns  and 

components.  

• Integrate best practices.  

  

In the Unified Modeling Language (UML), a use case diagram can summarize the details of your 

system's users (also known as actors) and their interactions with the system. To build one, you'll 
use a set of specialized symbols and connectors. An effective use case diagram can help your 
team discuss and represent:  

• Scenarios in which your system or application interacts with people, organizations, or external 

systems  

• Goals that your system or application helps those entities (known as actors) achieve  

• The scope of your system is used a use case diagram.  

  

      5.2.1 Use diagram  

Class diagram:  

The class diagram is used to refine the use case diagram and define a detailed design of the system.  

The class diagram classifies the actors defined in the use case diagram into a set of interrelated classes. 

The relationship or association between the classes can be either an "is-a" or "has-a" relationship. 

Each class in the class diagram may be capable of providing certain functionalities. These 
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functionalities provided by the class are termed "methods" of the class. Apart from this, each class 

may have certain "attributes" that uniquely identify the class.   

  

  

                                                           5.2.2 Data model Diagram 

Sequence Diagram:  

A sequence diagram in Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a kind of interaction diagram that shows 

how processes operate with one another and in what order. It is a construct of a Message Sequence 

Chart. A sequence diagram shows, as parallel vertical lines ("lifelines"), different processes or objects 

that live simultaneously, and as horizontal arrows, the messages exchanged between them, in the order 

in which they occur. This allows the specification of simple runtime scenarios in a graphical manner.  
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5.2.3 Sequence Diagram  

  

  Data flow diagram:   

A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a visual representation of the flow of data within a system or process. 

It is a structured technique that focuses on how data moves through different processes and data 

stores within an organization or a system. DFDs are commonly used in system analysis and design 

to understand, document, and communicate data flow and processing.  
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                                                              5.2.4 Data flow diagram 

  

  Activity diagram:   

Activity diagrams are graphical representations of Workflows of stepwise activities and actions with 

support for choice, iteration and concurrency. In the Unified Modeling Language, activity diagrams 

can be used to describe the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a 

system. An activity diagram shows the overall flow of control.  
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5.2.5 Activity Diagram Deployment  

 

 

diagram: 

In UML, deployment diagrams model the physical architecture of a system. Deployment diagrams show 

the relationships between the software and hardware components in the system and the physical 

distribution of the processing.  

Deployment diagrams, which you typically prepare during the implementation phase of development, 

show the physical arrangement of the nodes in a distributed system, the artifacts that are stored on each 

node, and the components and other elements that the artifacts implement. Nodes represent hardware 

devices such as computers, sensors, and printers, as well as other devices that support the runtime 

environment of a system. Communication paths and deploy relationships model the connections in the 

system.  
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Fig 5.2.6 diagram 
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6. CODING AND IMPLEMENTATION  
  
6.1 Sample code  
  
from tkinter import *  

import tkinter  

from tkinter import filedialog  

from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename  

from PIL import Image 

 import torch import torchvision.transforms as T  

import torchvision  

import torch  

import numpy as np  

import cv2  

import os  

main = tkinter.Tk()  

main.title("People Counting System Based on Head Detection using Faster R-CNN") 

main.geometry("1200x1200")  

#loading FASTER RCNN model to count human head from images and videos 

model = torchvision.models.detection.fasterrcnn_resnet50_fpn(pretrained=True) 

model.eval() def get_prediction(img_path, threshold):  

img = Image.open(img_path)  

transform = T.Compose([T.ToTensor()])   

img = transform(img)   

pred = model([img])  

pred_class = []  for i in list(pred[0]['labels'].numpy()) 

pred_class.append(i)  

  

  

pred_boxes = [[(i[0], i[1]), (i[2], i[3])] for i in list(pred[0]['boxes'].detach().numpy())]   

pred_score = list(pred[0]['scores'].detach().numpy())   pred_t = [pred_score.index(x) 

for x in pred_score if x>threshold][-1]   pred_boxes = pred_boxes[:pred_t+1]   

pred_class = pred_class[:pred_t+1]   head_count = 0   for i in range(len(pred_class)):       

if pred_class[i] == 1:           head_count += 1   return head_count def 

countFromImages():  

global filename     count = 0     filename = filedialog.askopenfilename(initialdir="testImages")     

text.insert(END,str(filename)+" loaded\n")      
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pathlabel.config(text=str(filename)+" loaded")      

head_count = get_prediction(filename, 0.8)      

img = cv2.imread(filename)     

 img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)     

 cv2.putText(img,"Total Head: "+str(head_count), (10,50),  

cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX,  

0.7, (0,255,0),thickness=2)     

cv2.imshow("output",img)     

cv2.waitKey(0) def 

countFromVideo():  

  global filename     

global frcnn  

filename = filedialog.askopenfilename(initialdir="testVideos")     

text.insert(END,str(filename)+" loaded\n")     pathlabel.config(text=str(filename)+" 

loaded")  

     

  

 video = cv2.VideoCapture(filename)     

while(True):         ret, frame = 

video.read()         print(ret)         

 if ret == True:  

 cv2.imwrite("test.jpg",frame)             

 head_count = get_prediction("test.jpg", 0.8)             

cv2.putText(frame,"Total Head: "+str(head_count), (10,50), 

cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, 0.7, (0,255,0),thickness=2) 

cv2.imshow("output",frame)              

if cv2.waitKey(50) & 0xFF == ord('q'):               

   break               

  else:             

 break     

 video.release()      

cv2.destroyAllWindows() font = ('times', 14, 'bold')  

title = Label(main, text='People Counting System Based on Head Detection using Faster RCNN')  

title.config(bg='DarkGoldenrod1', fg='black')   

title.config(font=font)             

title.config(height=3, width=120)       

  title.place(x=5,y=5) font1 = ('times', 13, 'bold')  
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imageButton = Button(main, text="People Counting from Images", 

command=countFromImages)  

imageButton.place(x=50,y=100) 

 imageButton.config(font=font1)   

 pathlabel = Label(main)  

pathlabel.config(bg='brown', fg='white')   

pathlabel.config(font=font1)            

 pathlabel.place(x=480,y=100)  

videoButton = Button(main, text="People Counting from Video", 

command=countFromVideo) videoButton.place(x=50,y=150) 

videoButton.config(font=font1) font1 = ('times', 12, 'bold') 

text=Text(main,height=10,width=150) scroll=Scrollbar(text) 

text.configure(yscrollcommand=scroll.set) text.place(x=10,y=400) 

text.config(font=font1) main.config(bg='LightSteelBlue1') 

main.mainloop()  

  

  

  

  

   

6.2. Data Dictionary  

  

In the provided code, there isn't a specific data dictionary defined explicitly. However, we can infer 

the data dictionary based on how the data is handled and utilized within the functions and 

throughout the code:  

  

1. img_path: Path to the input image file.  

2. threshold: Threshold value for filtering detections based on their confidence scores.  

3. pred: Prediction output from the Faster R-CNN model.  

4. pred_class: List containing the predicted class labels for detected objects.  

5. pred_boxes: List containing the bounding box coordinates for detected objects.  

6. pred_score: List containing the confidence scores for each detection.  

7. pred_t: Index of the last detection above the specified threshold.  

8. head_count: Count of detected human heads in the image or video frame.  

9. count: Counter variable for keeping track of the total number of detected heads.  

10.filename: Path to the selected image or video file.  
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11. video: Video capture object for processing video files.  

12. frame: Video frame read from the video file.  

13. ret: Boolean value indicating whether a frame was successfully read from the video.  

14. img: Image read from the file or video frame, converted to OpenCV format.  

15. title: Label widget displaying the title of the application.  

16. image Button: Button widget for initiating head counting from images.  

17. path label: Label widget displaying the path of the selected image or video file.  

18. video Button: Button widget for initiating head counting from videos.  

19. text: Text widget for displaying status messages and information.  

20. scroll: Scrollbar widget for scrolling through the text widget content.  

  

This data dictionary outlines the key variables and components used in the code for implementing 

the People Counting System based on Head Detection using Faster R-CNN.  

    

 

 

 

7.SYSTEM TESTING  
  
7.1 Testing Strategies:  
  

The purpose of testing is to discover errors. Testing is the process of trying to discover every 

conceivable fault or weakness in a work product. It provides a way to check the functionality of 

components, sub-assemblies, assemblies and/or a finished product It is the process of exercising 

software with the intent of ensuring that the Software system meets its requirements and user 

expectations and does not fail in an unacceptable manner. There are various types of test. Each test 

type addresses a specific testing requirement.  

  

7.2 Types of Testing  

  

Unit testing  

Unit testing involves the design of test cases that validate that the internal program logic is 

functioning properly, and that program inputs produce valid outputs. All decision branches and 

internal code flow should be validated. It is the testing of individual software units of the 

application, It  is done after the completion of an individual unit before integration. This is a 

structural testing, that relies on knowledge of its construction and is invasive. Unit tests perform 

basic tests at component level and test a specific business process, application, and/or system 
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configuration. Unit tests ensure that each unique path of a business process performs accurately to 

the documented specifications and contains clearly defined inputs and expected results.  

  

Integration testing  

Integration tests are designed to test integrated software components to determine if they actually 

run as one program.  Testing is event driven and is more concerned with the basic outcome of 

screens or fields. Integration tests demonstrate that although the components were individually 

satisfaction, as shown by successfully unit testing, the combination of components is correct and 

consistent. Integration testing is specifically aimed at   exposing the problems that arise from the 

combination of components.  

  

Functional testing  

Functional tests provide systematic demonstrations that functions tested are available as specified  

by the business and technical requirements, system documentation, and user manuals.  

Functional testing is centered on the following items:  

Valid Input                        :  identified classes of valid input must be accepted.  

 Invalid Input                     : identified classes of invalid input must be rejected.  

 Functions                          : identified functions must be exercised.  

 Output                              : identified classes of application outputs must be exercised.  

 Systems/Procedures         : interfacing systems or procedures must be invoked.  

  

Organization and preparation of functional tests is focused on requirements, key functions, or 

special test cases. In addition, systematic coverage pertaining to identify Business process flows; 

data fields, predefined processes, and successive processes must be considered for testing. Before 

functional testing is complete, additional tests are identified and the effective value of current tests 

is determined.  

  

System Testing  

System testing ensures that the entire integrated software system meets requirements. It tests a 

configuration to ensure known and predictable results. An example of system testing is the 

configuration-oriented system integration test. System testing is based on process descriptions and 

flows, emphasizing pre-driven process links and integration points.  
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White Box Testing  

White Box Testing is a testing in which in which the software tester has knowledge of the inner 

workings, structure and language of the software, or at least its purpose. It is purpose. It is used to 

test areas that cannot be reached from a black box level.  

  

Black Box Testing  

Black Box Testing is testing the software without any knowledge of the inner workings, structure 

or language of the module being tested. Black box tests, as most other kinds of tests, must be 

written from a definitive source document, such as specification or requirements document, such 

as specification or requirements document. It is a testing in which the software under test is treated, 

as a black box .you cannot “see” into it. The test provides inputs and responds to outputs without 

considering how the software works.  

  

Unit Testing  

Unit testing is usually conducted as part of a combined code and unit test phase of the software 

lifecycle, although it is not uncommon for coding and unit testing to be conducted as two distinct 

phases.  

  

Test strategy and approach  

Field testing will be performed manually and functional tests will be written in detail.  

  

Test objectives  

• All field entries must work properly.  

• Pages must be activated from the identified link.  

• The entry screen, messages and responses must not be delayed.  

  

Features to be tested  

• Verify that the entries are of the correct format  

• No duplicate entries should be allowed  

• All links should take the user to the correct page.  

  

Integration Testing  

Software integration testing is the incremental integration testing of two or more integrated 

software components on a single platform to produce failures caused by interface defects. The task 

of the integration test is to check that components or software applications, e.g. components in a 

software system or – one step up – software applications at the company level – interact without 

error.  

Test Results: All the test cases mentioned above passed successfully. No defects encountered.  
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Acceptance Testing  

User Acceptance Testing is a critical phase of any project and requires significant participation by 

the end user. It also ensures that the system meets the functional requirements. Test Results: All 

the test cases mentioned above passed successfully. No defects encountered.   

  

7.3 Testing Strategies  
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 8. OUTPUT SCREENS  
 

 

  
  

  
                                                            Fig 8.1 Website login   

 

  

 

 
 

Fig 8.2:Picture Uploading  
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                                                          Fig 8.3: Output of selected picture  
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                   Fig 8.4 output from video 1 
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Fig 8.5 output from video 1(2)  
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9. CONCLUSION  
  

In conclusion, the development of a people counting system based on head detection using Faster 

R-CNN from both images and videos represents a significant advancement in the realm of crowd 

management, security surveillance, and retail analytics. By harnessing the power of deep learning 

and computer vision, this system offers a robust solution to the challenges associated with 

traditional counting methods, particularly in crowded environments with varying lighting 

conditions and instances of occlusion. The adoption of Faster R-CNN as the underlying framework 

for head detection provides several key advantages, including high precision and recall in object 

detection, efficient generation and refinement of candidate head regions, and the ability to learn 

discriminative features from annotated datasets for improved generalization. Through its 

sophisticated architecture and advanced capabilities, the proposed system enhances situational 

awareness, optimizes resource allocation, and supports data-driven decision-making processes 

across diverse settings. Moreover, its adaptability and scalability make it well-suited for 

deployment in a range of environments, from transportation hubs and public spaces to commercial 

establishments and entertainment venues. Overall, the people counting system based on head 

detection using Faster R-CNN offers a reliable, efficient, and innovative solution to the complexities 

of crowd counting and management, contributing to safer, more secure, and more efficiently 

managed public spaces. 

 

 

10. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS  
  

 

We suggested a system for counting individuals in crowded movies based on human head 

recognition. Its detection accuracy has increased while the time it takes to classify has dropped. 

We did experimental evaluations on the data set. The results showed significant progress. People 

counting systems are in high demand in the travel and transportation industry to improve passenger 

management systems. Our proposed method can be used in a variety of nations to manage the 

personnel count in workplaces in compliance with new regulatory standards. Many businesses are 

turning to advanced people counting technologies to keep track of employee data and provide 

protection in the event of a COVID-19 emergency.  

Exploring the integration of the people counting system with edge computing platforms 

would enable real-time processing and analysis of surveillance data at the edge of the 

network, reducing latency and bandwidth requirements. Future work could investigate 
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lightweight model architectures and efficient deployment strategies for edge devices, 

enabling distributed processing in decentralized surveillance systems. 

By addressing these areas of future work, the development of the people counting system 

based on head detection using Faster R-CNN can continue to evolve as a cutting-edge solution 

for crowd management, security surveillance, and retail analytics applications, providing 

valuable insights and enabling data-driven decision-making in diverse real-world 

environments. 
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